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Every week we share a number of downloads for all platforms to help you get things done. Here were the best downloads from this week. Pixelmator 3.0 Is a Seriously Good Replacement for PhotoshopOS X: Most Mac users know that Pixelmator is pretty much the best Photoshop option you can get. At less than $30, you would pay more to use Photoshop for a month. That said,
Pixelmator always lacked some flagship features of Adobe's behemoth-at least, until now. Aviate Is a smart home screen that adapts to you (And we have invitations)Android: Aviate is an intelligent home screen replacement that is designed to show you relevant information depending on where you are or what time of day. It categorizes your apps so they're organized, proactively
shows you relevant information so you don't have to look for it, and it looks good in the process. Adblock Plus Now Blocks Facebook's Biggest Annoyance Plus has updated with a new set of features to hide a slew of Facebook's biggest annoyances, including cleaning up your news feed and sidebar. The best apps to manage your recipe CollectionWhether you love to cook or if
you just love to eat, odds are that you have a collection of dishes and recipes you want to try. You may have a gang handed over from a loved one. In both cases, you probably need a better method to keep them organized for long than a bunch of index cards in a movie app. Here are some of the best apps for you, depending on the type of recipe collection you have.
Malwarebytes for Android Kills Malware, Protects Your Privacy TooAndroid: Malwarebytes Anti-Malware is a great tool to remove Trojans, worms and other malware from your Windows computer, but now it's done jumping to Android. It still offers robust malware protection, but it goes further to protect your privacy from apps with overrun permissions or other vulnerabilities. BBM is
now available for iOS [Update: Android Too!] iOS/Android: There are a lot of great alternative texting apps out there, but many of them are only useful if all your friends use them too. If you have a lot of BlackBerry-using friends, you can now BBM them with the free BlackBerry Messenger app for iOS.Om you send more text and photo messages with your smartphone than you
actually spot calls, you... Read moreThe best address book app for AndroidIf you are looking for a smarter, more organized and just all-around better way to manage your pile of contacts, Contacts + for Android is your best option. It brings a number of features to the table that not only gives you a way to quickly get in touch with people, but actually help you keep up with them.
Tweet7 Simplifies Twitter with an iOS 7 Friendly InterfaceiOS: Good luck not finding a Twitter client for iOS 7. You have so many choices, you would think that the developers would have no basis to cover. Tweet7 found a new niche, however, by making a remarkably simple option designed for iOS 7.Ultimate Sound Control can tweak every noise Your Android phone
MakesAndroid MakesAndroid The default Android audio control options leave little to be desired, and don't let you discreetly adjust notifications, calls, media, or even choose which notification will play when. Ultimate Sound Control changes all this, and does what the name suggests. We love Android, but rooting your phone can give you the opportunity to do so much more than
your... Read moreDay One for Mac Updates with Maps Integration, Filters, and MoreMac: Day One is one of the nicest journaling apps out there and today they released an update that adds a lot of new features, including some handy OS X Mavericks-specific options like maps. Mac/iOS: We've mentioned that regular writing can have great mental and emotional benefits, and
even Read MoreTweetbot 3 Rebuilt for iOS 7 with Lots of New FeaturesTweetBot, our favorite Twitter client for the iPhone, just got a big update. It adds native push notifications, complex filters, supports for all types of services, and more. Drawback? It costs $3 to upgrade.iOS is not lacking in Twitter customers, and many of them are practically the same. Tweetbot... Learn more
Trending iPhone 12 PS5 Xbox Series X iOS 14 Galaxy S20 FE Pixel 5 Best VPN TechRadar is supported by its audience. When you buy through links on our site we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more The very best free tools, apps and games. TechRadar Newsletter Sign up to get the latest news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, plus the hottest tech deals! Thank
you for signing up to TechRadar. You will receive a verification email shortly. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your details without your permission. It's interesting how some things come full circle. During the first days of the web, browsers would automatically download links to
files that were not a web page, such as images, PDFs, and documents. Then browsers became so advanced that they could open almost all files in real time. It created a problem for developers, however. How would you force a browser to download a file, instead of opening it? A bunch of hacks and solutions sprung up to solve the problem, but none was a true solution. That all
changed with HTML5 when the Get Attribute was introduced. Now, developers can add a special download attribute to their HTML anchor tags to tell browsers to treat a link as a download, rather than opening the target file. There are a few ways you can use the Download attribute to control how browsers handle your download links. Better yet, all modern browsers support the
Download Attribute, so you should not see any problems with compatibility or the need for a backup. There are a few ways you can manage the Get attribute. Each has its own advantage, and they all work smoothly across different browsers. It the way to use the Download Attribute is to only include it in its most basic form in the anchor tags. You don't need to include an additional
file name or supporting information. The result looks like this: &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf download=&gt;Download Now!&lt;/a&gt; By including the download you tell any browser reads the page to download the target link instead of opening it. In this case, the browser will download the file exactly as it is with the same name. What if you actually want to change the name.
There are many occasions where you want to do this. Automatically generated file names are a good example. They usually have ridiculously long names with strings of junk characters. It's not the experience you want for your visitors. You can standardize things with the Get attribute. Enter a file name by setting the download attribute equal to it. Exclude the file extension. The
browser cannot and will not convert the file type, so there is no point in trying. &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf download=your-file&gt;Download Now!&lt;/a&gt; Your visitors will download the file as your file.pdf. Along with this comes a simplified way to let your users download images directly. This isn't revolutionary, and you can probably piece it together yourself, but you can use
the download attribute to create a downloadable image link. Start by setting a picture as you would normally on your Page. This, of course, will be the image available for download. &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt;Then, encapsulate it all in an anchor tag, linking to the image path. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg&gt; &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt;
&lt;/a&gt; Finally add to the download attribute to your anchor tag. You can change the name of your picture if you want. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg download=image-download&gt; &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt; &lt;/a&gt; Now, when a visitor clicks on the image, they will automatically download it directly from your server. It's not necessary, and it may seem like
overkill to a developer, but how many visitors to the site would think to right click on an image to view or download it? Thanks for letting us know! Tell me why! (Photo credit: Tom's Guide) While sitting in front of the TV and watching your favorite movie is always a nice treat, it's not always as easy as it sounds. Just turning on the TV and stumbling across your favorite movie right as
it starts from scratch requires a bit of luck, and that's before you have to contend with random commercials. That's why downloading your favorite movie directly on your device with Movie Downloader is a better option for your home entertainment needs. All you have to do is make sure to download movie downloader to your preferred device, whether it's Windows or a mobile
platform. Best productivity appsHere are the best Netflix series to watchHere is everything you want to know about Movie Downloader and where you can download it. To download Movie Downloader for or other platforms, you must sure you get the correct version. For Windows, Movie Downloader is a $29.90 download from Movietoolbox.There's another app that will work with
Android phones, also called Movie Downloader. And an app called Syncios includes among its features the ability to download videos from 100-plus sharing sites to your Android or iOS device. Once you've found the right version for your device, you're about to be able to easily watch all your favorite movies with the click of a button, without interruption. The version of Movie
Downloader developed by Movietoolbox allows you to download any media you want from a website to fit the profile you have created so that you can choose which ones you want to download. You don't even have to provide a link for the video, as other video downloaders require. You can also download music and photos in addition to video files, making it a super easy process to
navigate. Better yet, Movie Downloader will automatically and quickly scan websites to create your profile files. You can also set the application to an automated schedule so that you don't have to check it continuously. Then scroll through and select the files you want, removing which ones don't suit your needs. The thing that takes the most time will browse through all the
downloaded multimedia from the website you went to and find the ones that are exactly what you were looking for. For.
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